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Manual abstract:
2 Connect the Bluetooth headphones and your computer using the Micro USB cable (supplied). While the Bluetooth headphones are being charged, the
indicator (red) lights up. When charging is completed, the indicator turn off automatically. You cannot charge the Bluetooth headphones with the Micro USB
cable and the charge cable (supplied) as below. Checking the remaining battery You can check the remaining battery power by the number of times the
indicator blinks when turning on the Bluetooth headphones. indicator (red) Status Full Mid Low (charging required) 3 times 2 times 1 time Check that the
computer is turned on and computer is not in standby, sleep or hibernation mode. Check that the Bluetooth headphones and the computer are directly
connected, not via a USB hub. A problem may occur with the connected USB port of the computer. connect to another USB port if it is available. Try the USB
connection procedure again in cases other than those stated above.
charging time is too long. Check that the Bluetooth headphones and the computer are directly connected, not via a USB hub. no sound. Bluetooth connection
is not made between the Bluetooth headphones and the Bluetooth device. make a Bluetooth connection.
@@@@Sound skips frequently during playback. @@@@About the headphones Avoid playing the Bluetooth headphones at so loud a volume that extended
play might affect your hearing. At a high volume outside sounds may become inaudible. Avoid listening to the Bluetooth headphones in situations where
hearing must not be impaired, for example, while driving or cycling. @@@@Rated current consumption 100 mA Notice for customers: the following
information is only applicable to equipment sold in countries applying EU directives Hereby, Sony Corp.
, declares that this equipment is in compliance with the essential requirements and other relevant provisions of Directive 1999/5/EC. For any service or
guarantee matters please refer to the addresses given in separate service or guarantee documents. You cannot confirm the remaining of the battery when turn
on. When the battery is fully depleted, a beep sounds and the Bluetooth headphones will turn off automatically. To charge the Bluetooth headphones, be sure
to use only a Micro USB cable or a charge cable supported with this product. see the "Customer support Web site" for details of supported products. If the
Bluetooth headphones are not used for a long time, the indicator (red) on the headphones may not light soon after you connect it to the computer. In this case,
do not disconnect the Micro USB cable from the Bluetooth headphones and wait until the indicator (red) lights up. @@You cannot turn on the Bluetooth
headphones while charging them. @@@@@@ check the setting of the computer before charging.
@@Charge the Bluetooth headphones again in this case. @@Line of sight approx. @@Once Bluetooth devices are paired, unless the pairing information is
deleted, there is no need for pairing again. Use of this radio equipment is not allowed in the geographical area within a radius of 20 km from the centre of NyAlesund, Svalbard. This symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product shall not be treated as household waste. Instead it shall be
handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment. By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you
will help prevent potential negative consequences for the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of
this product. the recycling of materials will help to conserve natural resources. For more detailed information about recycling of this product, please contact
your local Civic Office, your household waste disposal service or the shop where you purchased the product.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@In this case, start again from step 1.
@@@@@@Microsoft, Windows and Windows Vista are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All
other trademarks and registered trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. In this manual, TM and ® marks are not
specified. When the screen to select a connection target appears, select "MDR-NWBT10. " When the screen to enter the passkey appears, enter "0000".
When pairing is established, depending on the Bluetooth device, Bluetooth connection may start automatically. note If pairing with multiple Bluetooth
devices, repeat the steps from step 1 for each pairing. @@@@@@@@@@@@ * Following cases are required to pairing again. @@This Bluetooth
headphones can be paired with up to 8 devices. If a new device is paired after 8 devices have been paired, the device whose latest connection time is the oldest
among the 8 paired devices is replaced by the new one.
About 2 seconds to turn off the Bluetooth headphones. The indicator (blue) flashes 4 times and all pairing information stored in this product will be deleted. If
you would like information on compatible items with this product, or have any questions or issues with this product, visit the following web sites. Listening to
music Already pairing has finished with Bluetooth device. The operation may vary depends on the Bluetooth device. Bluetooth wireless technology is a shortrange wireless technology that enables wireless data communication between digital devices, such as a digital music player, or headphones. You do not need
to use a cable for connection, nor is it necessary for the devices to face one another, such is the case with infrared technology. For example, you can use such
a device in a bag or pocket. 2 Press and hold the /POWER button for about 2 seconds while the Bluetooth 3 Perform the Bluetooth connection on the
Bluetooth device. 4 Play back the music or video on the Bluetooth device.
@@@@Depending on the Bluetooth device, it may be necessary to also adjust the volume on the Bluetooth device. @@@@@@The M size earbuds are
attached to the headphones before shipment. @@When you change the earbuds, install them firmly on the headphones to prevent the earbud from detaching
and remaining in your ear. To attach an earbud Twist and push the inside parts of the earbud into the headphone until the projecting part of the headphone is
fully covered. If the earbuds are damaged, replace with new earbuds. Find the beginning of the previous or current song/ find the beginning of the next song
Fast rewind/fast forward Turn up/down the volume Turn up/down the volume continuously Bluetooth wireless technology operates within a range of about 10
metres. Maximum communication range may vary depending on obstacles (human body, metal, wall, etc. If the Bluetooth headphones do not function as
expected, press the RESET button with a small pin, etc. pairing infoice(s), or a microwave oven is nearby, move away from such sources. .
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